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HE question, whether or not a central hard potential
will give any negative virial coefficients, is an un
settled problem. Temperleyl has calculated virial
coefficients En for hyperdimensional hard cubes (angle
dependent potential). He found that 134 in five dimen
sions and 135 in four dimensions are negative for these
systems. He then conjectured that a hard "three
dimensional gas" would give negative
or 13 7 • At that
time there was no evidence that En for spheres and
cubes could differ in sign. In fact, as suggested by
Zwanzig,2 inequalities which apply to individual inte
grals can be used to bound certain sphere integrals in
terms of cube integrals. Unfortunately, these inequali
ties are so weak that they cannot be used to determine
the signs of any of the En's for n> 3. By now it is known
that sphere and cube virial coefficients do differ in sign
as well as in magnitude. 136 is positive for hard spheres:
while, in support of Temperley's conjecture, 136 is ;tega
tive for hard cubes. 4 Furthermore, two approXimate
equations of
derived from Percus-Yevick integral
equation, have all positive 13n for hard spheres. 5 Like
wise, the approximate equations of state obtained by
Reiss, Frisch, Lebowitz, and Helfand 6 give all positive
13n for both hard discs and spheres. Therefore, there
arises a question: Is the central hard potential sufficient
to make all the
positive? We have investigated this
question by increasing the number of dimensions in
which the hard hyperspheres are allowed to move and
by calculating 134 for the corresponding hard hyper
spheres.
In any number of dimensions, for a pairwise-additive
potential function rf>, 134 can be written3 in te:.ms of
Mayer j functions, j=- exp( -rf>/kT) -1, and j-func
tions,]=- exp( -rf>/kT):

lU-iV,

(1)

U = f f f j12hsi14j2si2J34dr2drsdr4,

(2)

V = f f fhdlsi14hJ2J34dr2drsdr4,

(3)

where Particle 1 is placed at the origin. The integrals
(2) and (3) can be calculated by a Monte Ca;-lo
method? These values are listed in Table I along with
the expected deviations for d-dimensional hard spheres
(1:S;d:S;9). We note that 134 in eight dimensions is nega
tive. This shows that a central hard potential can give
negative En. Table I also shows that the first integral

TABLE I. Fourth virial coefficients B4 for multidimensional
hard-sphere gases.
Dimen
sions
(d)

B./B 23

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
0.5324(3)0
0.2869
0.1527 (5)
0.0758(3)
0.0328(4)
0.0098(2)
-0.0026(2)
-0.0084(2)

7

8
9

B 2'
1
1f/2
21f/3

r/4

4'1l'2/15
1f'/12
81f'/105
-.-4/48
16-.-4/945

U/B z'

V/B2'

4
2.196 (1)
1.2669
0.759 (2)
0.460 (1)
0.284 (1)
0.1788(6)
0.1138(4)
0.0729(4)

0
0.04392(8)
0.0794
0.0986 (5)
0.1050 (6)
0.1017 (5)
0.0930 (4)
0.0827 (3)
0.0709 (4)

qb

10
15
28
15
43
81
75

a The sphere diameter is set equal to unity.
b The number of batches of independent Monte Carlo trial configurations,
f12=j" = j,,= -I; each of the batches contains 100000 trial configurations for
<1>3, and 10' trial configurations for <1=2.
o The number appearing in parentheses is the mean-square expected devia
tion in the last digit preceding it; for instance, 0.5324(3) =O.5324±O.OO03. The
mean square deviation is obtained from « (I)-I)2jq(q-l) )', where ( ) denotes
the expectation operator. and (l) is the cumulative average value over q inde·
pendent calculations of I.

(2) depends upon dimensions as "'-' (3/5)<>, while the
negative term (3), after initial irregularity, decreases
more slowly and (in eight and nine dimensions) is
enough to
negative 13 4• Our conclusion from
investigation of spherically symmetric particles is that
Temperley's remarks can be applied to such systems,
although his conjecture of negative 13n for hard spheres
will not be verified before 139 or Bro. As Temperley has
pointed out, negative 13n may have a bearing on the
observed8 hard-sphere phase transition, because an iso
therm with negative curvature can be obtained from
the ,ririal series only if some En's are negative.
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